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MODEL THEORY AND METRIC CONVERGENCE II:
AVERAGES OF UNITARY POLYNOMIAL ACTIONS
EDUARDO DUEN˜EZ AND JOSE´ N. IOVINO
Abstract. We use model theory of metric structures to prove the pointwise convergence,
with a uniform metastability rate, of averages of a polynomial sequence {Tn} (in Leibman’s
sense) of unitary transformations of a Hilbert space. As a special case, this applies to unitary
sequences {Up(n)} where p is a polynomial Z→ Z and U a fixed unitary operator; however,
our convergence results hold for arbitrary Leibman sequences. As a case study, we show that
the non-nilpotent “lamplighter group” Z ≀ Z is realized as the range of a suitable quadratic
Leibman sequence. We also indicate how these convergence results generalize to arbitrary
Følner averages of unitary polynomial actions of any abelian group G in place of Z.
Introduction
The first result on “mean” convergence of averages was von Neumann’s 1932 Mean Ergodic
Theorem [vN32]:
Mean Ergodic Theorem (MET). For any unitary operator U on a Hilbert space H and
any x ∈ H, the sequence AV•(x) = (AVn(x) : n ∈ N) of pointwise averages
AVn(x) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
U i(x)
converges as n → ∞. The limit is equal to the orthogonal projection of x on the space of
vectors fixed by U .
Historically, generalizations of von Neumann’s theorem have largely followed a path in-
fluenced by a measure-theoretic viewpoint that is completely absent from the formulation
above as a statement about convergence in Hilbert spaces. We provide further historical
background below. Leaving history and measure theory aside for the moment, one may
suggest the following different possible directions of generalization for MET:
(1) Replace the sequence (U i : i ∈ N) with a “higher-degree” sequence (Up(i) : i ∈ N)
where p is a fixed polynomial.
(2) The sequence (Ti) = (U
p(i)) above necessarily satisfies the commutativity condition
Ti ◦ Tj = Tj ◦ Ti for all i, j. To what extent can such commutativity requirement be
removed?
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(3) What conditions on a family (Ti) of unitary operators indexed by a semigroup other
than N ensure the pointwise convergence of suitable averages?
Theorem 4 in this manuscript is arguably the most natural generalization of von Neumann’s
result simultaneously in all three directions above. (For technical reasons, Theorem 4 is
proved in the context of (polynomial) actions of groups rather than semigroups.) Theorem 1,
stated below, is a very particular case of more general results (Theorems 2, 3 and 4). However,
it is easiest to formulate and already generalizes MET all the way in direction (1) and beyond.
Theorem 1 (MET for abelian unitary polynomial actions of Z). Fix d ∈ N. Let H be
a Hilbert space, and let U0, U1, . . . , Ud be pairwise-commuting unitary operators on H. For
every x ∈ H, the sequence AV•(x) = (AVn(x) : n ∈ N) of averages1
AVn(x) =
1
n+ 1
∑
0≤k≤n
U0 ◦ Uk1 ◦ U(
k
2)
2 ◦ · · · ◦ U(
k
d)
d (x)
converges as n→∞.
In particular, if p : Z→ Z is a polynomial of degree at most d and U is a unitary operator
on H, then
(∑
0≤k≤n U
p(n)(x)/(n + 1) : n ∈ N) converges.
Furthermore, there exists a universal metastability rate (depending only on d) that applies
uniformly to all sequences of averages of arbitrary x in the unit ball of an arbitrary Hilbert
space H under arbitrary unitary operators U0, U1, . . . , Ud on H.
The notion of uniformly metastable convergence above was first introduced in ergodic
theory by Tao. It is a main theme of our prior manuscript, but shall presently play a minor
role [DnI17, Tao08, Tao12].
Taking a step in direction (2), pairwise commutativity is not a necessary assumption; the
sequence of averages under a family (Ti) converges provided i 7→ Ti is a Leibman polynomial
sequence in the group UH of unitary operators onH (Theorems 2 and 3), but the range of this
sequence need not generate an abelian group. The definition of Leibman polynomial sequence
(Definition 2.1) is motivated by the familiar fact that degree-d polynomials R → R are
characterized as those functions having (d+ 1)-iterated finite differences equal to zero. The
same essential definition gives the notion of Leibman polynomial mapping from an arbitrary
group G into UH [Lei02]. Theorem 4 generalizes von Neumann’s result in direction (3) for
Leibman polynomials (Ti : i ∈ G) ⊂ UH on abelian groups G endowed with a notion of
averaging provided by a countable Følner net.
Continuing our historical remarks, the formulation of von Neumann’s result above hides its
conceptual genesis via the study of convergence of averages of square-integrable functions f ∈
L 2(Ω) on a probability space (Ω, µ) under the action of a measure-preserving transformation
T of Ω. In this setting, MET asserts that the sequence AV•(f) of averages
AVn(f) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f ◦ T i
converges in L 2(Ω) (after all, f 7→ f ◦ T is a unitary transformation of L 2(Ω)). This
particular case of von Neumann’s result explains why it is called a convergence result “in
mean”, i.e., in the mean-square (“L 2”) sense. (By contrast, Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem
asserts the almost-everywhere pointwise convergence of the averages AVn(f) for any f ∈
L 1(Ω) [Bir31].) The L 2 setting entails no loss of generality since every Hilbert space H is
1Here,
(
k
j
)
= k(k − 1) · · · (k − j + 1)/j! is the j-th binomial coefficient.
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realized as a space of square-integrable functions. However, this viewpoint is artificial for
purposes of studying convergence under unitary actions (at least insofar as simple actions
are concerned, in contrast to multiple actions mentioned below).
Although generalizations of MET in direction (1) seem very natural, we are not aware of
direct proofs of Theorem 1, but only of indirect proofs as byproduct of results on mean con-
vergence of “multiple” ergodic averages. Starting in the 1970’s, Furstenberg pioneered the
ergodic study of actions of multiple simultaneous transformations; equivalently, the study
of convergence of “multiple averages” of the product of two or more measurable bounded
functions on a probability space Ω as acted upon by powers of measure-preserving trans-
formations. As an application of multiple averages, Furstenberg obtained a purely ergodic
proof of Szemere´di’s Theorem on the existence of arbitrary long arithmetic progressions in
positive-density subsets of the integers [Fur77, Sze75]. However, Furstenberg’s seminal re-
sults from the seventies did not extend von Neumann’s theorem in either of the directions
(1)–(3). It was Bergelson who, in 1987, first extended some of Furstenberg’s results to mul-
tiple ergodic averages of (plus quam linear) polynomial powers of a fixed measure-preserving
transformation acting on products of functions [Ber87]. When specialized to simple measure-
preserving actions, Bergelson’s results are a step toward generalizing von Neumann’s MET
in direction (1). However, there is no purely Hilbert-theoretical formulation of Bergelson’s
weak mixing hypothesis: Even the convergence of pointwise averages of (Up(n)) stated in
Theorem 1 only follows unconditionally from 2005 results for multiple ergodic averages of
Host and Kra, and of Leibman (which depend on no mixing assumptions) [HK05, Lei05].
To our knowledge, Walsh’s theorem [Wal12] on mean convergence of nilpotent ergodic
averages is the first result in the literature from which Theorem 1 follows as a corollary.
(Pointwise convergence of averages of (Un ◦ V n2) under the assumption U ◦ V = V ◦ U is
a special case of 2009 results of Austin [Aus15a, Aus15b].) Thus, Walsh’s theorem actually
implies the convergence of averages asserted in the more general Theorem 2, but only under
the additional explicit hypothesis that (Ti) generates a nilpotent subgroup of UH. However,
our methods do not require a nilpotence hypothesis, but only the more intrinsic property
that (Ti) be a Leibman sequence in the sense of Definition 2.11 (or in Leibman’s more general
sense of polynomial mapping used in Theorem 4). In Section 2.2, we construct a quadratic
Leibman sequence whose range generates the non-nilpotent “lamplighter group” Z ≀ Z.
Generalizations of Walsh’s theorem by Austin and Zorin-Kranich imply steps in direc-
tion (3) [Aus16, ZK16]. However, Theorems 2, 3 and 4 appear to be new in the general form
stated. Nevertheless, given the close relation of our results to others in the existing literature,
the main novelty is our “soft” direct approach to proving pointwise convergence of polynomial
averages in Hilbert spaces using the framework of Henson metric structures. Our viewpoint
is heavily influenced by Tao’s outline [Tao12] of a nonstandard proof a` la Robinson of Walsh’s
theorem (although we use only standard real numbers, and none of Robinson’s apparatus as
such). A significant part of the manuscript consists of natural definitions and basic results
on model-theoretic notions of integration and convergence that parallel classical ones; nev-
ertheless, we capture, refine, and in some cases extend such results in Henson’s framework.
Section 1 contains the rather long definition of the Henson class of PET structures over Z.
Section 2 introduces the notion of Leibman polynomial sequence; it also exhibits a quadratic
Leibman sequence whose range generates the non-nilpotent group Z ≀ Z. In Section 3, we
state and prove Theorems 2 and 3 on metastable convergence of polynomial unitary averages
for Leibman sequences (over Z), and also explain how Theorem 1 follows as an immediate
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corollary. In Section 4, we state and prove the most general of our ergodic convergence
results in the form of Theorem 4, which generalizes MET in all three directions (1)–(3). A
number of foundational results are contained in the Appendix, which bears a close relation
to our prior manuscript [DnI17]. These results pertain to measure theory and integration of
real functions, as well as abstract notions of integration of functions taking values in Banach
spaces. In this way we obtain a Dominated Convergence Theorem for notions of integration
in an ad hoc Henson class of Banach integration frameworks (Theorem 5). We also show that
the compactness of Henson’s logic implies a Uniform Metastability Principle for convergence
in models of any Henson theory (Proposition A.10). Via this principle, all our results on
convergence of averages admit refinements to convergence with metastability rates that are
universal. These are gratis refinements thanks to the model-theoretic approach.
1. PET Structures
1.1. Classical PET Structures.
Notation 1.1. Below we list a number of formal symbols R,Z,N,H, . . . that will eventually
become sort descriptors for a Henson language of metric structures. However, throughout
this subsection, these symbols have the following classical interpretations:
• R,Z,N shall denote the sets of real numbers, integers and naturals.
• H shall denote a real Hilbert space.
• B shall denote the real Banach algebra B(H,H) of bounded operators on H.
• AZ shall denote the Boolean algebra of all subsets of Z.
• M shall denote the real Banach space of signed finite measures on Z (i.e., on the
measure space (Z,AZ)).
• L∞Z,R shall denote the Banach space L ∞(Z,R) of bounded real functions on Z.
• L∞Z,H shall denote the Banach space L∞(Z,H) of bounded functions Z→ H.
• L∞Z,B shall denote the Banach space L∞(Z,B) of bounded functions Z→ B.
• L∞Z,M shall denote the Banach space L∞(Z,M) of bounded functions Z→M.
• L∞
Z2,R
shall denote the Banach space L ∞(Z×Z,R) of bounded real functions on Z×Z.
• L∞
Z2,H shall denote the Banach space L
∞(Z×Z,H) of bounded functions Z×Z→ H.
• L∞
Z2,B
shall denote the Banach space L∞(Z×Z,B) of bounded functions Z×Z→ B.
From a model-theoretic viewpoint, the sets R,N,Z, . . . denoted by the formal symbols
above are the sorts of a metric Henson structure M . (Discrete sorts N, Z, AZ are still
viewed as metric spaces endowed with the discrete metric.) In addition, M is endowed with
a number of distinguished elements (“constants”) and continuous functions between sorts.
The distinguished elements include:
• All elements of N and Z.
• All rational numbers in R.
• The zero element of each real Banach space above (H,B,M,L∞Z,R, . . . ).
• The identity operator I ∈ B.
• The zero (empty set ∅) and unity (improper subset Z ⊆ Z) of the Boolean algebra AZ.
The distinguished functions between sorts include:
• The discrete metric in each the discrete sorts Z, N, AZ.
• The operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, absolute value, and lattice
operations (binary minimum and maximum) on R.
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• The order ≤ of N, identified with its characteristic function J·≤·K : N× N→ {0, 1}.
• The membership relation from Z to AZ, identified with its characteristic function
J· ∈ ·K : Z×AZ → {0, 1}.
• The group operations (unary negation, binary addition and subtraction) of Z.
• The operations of union, intersection and complementation on AZ.
• The Hilbert space operations (addition, scalar multiplication, and inner product (x, y) 7→
x · y) on H. For convenience, also the norm ‖x‖ = √x · x.
• The operations of addition and scalar product, and the Banach norm ‖·‖ on each
Banach sort B,M,L∞X,Y .
For f ∈ L∞X,Y , the Banach norm is ‖f‖ = supx∈X ‖f(x)‖, where ‖f(x)‖ is the norm of
f(x) as an element of Banach sort Y . The Banach norm on B is ‖T‖ = sup{‖T (x)‖ : x ∈
H, ‖x‖ ≤ 1}. The Banach norm on µ ∈M is “total variation”: Recall that µ has an atomic
decomposition µ =
∑
i∈Z ciδi where δi is the unit mass at i and ci = µ({i}). With this
notation, ‖µ‖ =∑i |ci|.
(To abbreviate the long list of distinguished functions, above and in what follows we use
X to denote either of the “domain” discrete sets Z, Z2 of the various sorts L∞, and Y to
denote the “codomain” Banach sorts R, H, B, M.)
The list of distinguished functions continues as follows:
• The operations L∞X,H×L ∞X,H → L∞X,R induced by (pointwise) application of the inner
product of H.
• The unary operation of pointwise absolute value |·| and the binary lattice operations
(pointwise max and min) on sorts L∞X,R.
• The unary operation |·| of measure of total variation and the binary lattice operations
(“pointwise” max and min) onM (i.e., |µ| =∑i |ai| δi, max(µ, ν) =∑imax{ai, bi}δi,
and min(µ, ν) =
∑
imin{ai, bi}δi if µ =
∑
i aiδi and ν =
∑
i biδi).
• The operation of pointwise magnitude |·| : L∞X,Y → L ∞X,R, namely |f | : x 7→ ‖f(x)‖
for any f ∈ L ∞X,Y .
• The unary adjoint operation T 7→ T ∗ onB, and the corresponding induced operations
(pointwise adjoint) on sorts L∞X,B.
• The binary operation (S, T ) 7→ S ◦ T of composition on B, and the corresponding
induced operations of pointwise composition on sorts L∞X,B.
• The inclusions:
– Z →֒ AZ : i 7→ {i}.
– AZ →֒ L∞Z,R : A 7→ χA where χA is the characteristic function of the subset A ⊆
Z.
– Z →֒M given by i 7→ δi (the unit point mass at i).
– Y →֒ L∞X,Y , with y ∈ Y identified with the constant function y() : x 7→ y
in L∞X,Y ;
– The right inclusion map L∞Z,Y →֒ L∞Z2,Y whereby f ∈ L∞Z,Y is identified with
f(, ·) : (w, x) 7→ f(x); also, the analogous left inclusion map identifying f with
f(·,) : (w, x) 7→ f(w).
• The function-evaluation maps
– (T, x) 7→ T (x) from B×H to H.
– (f, x) 7→ f(x) from L ∞X,Y ×X to Y ;
Also, the maps L∞X,B ×L ∞X,H → L∞X,H induced by pointwise evaluation.
• The partial evaluation maps:
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– Left evaluation L∞
Z2,Y
× Z → L ∞Z,Y , namely (F, i) 7→ F (i, ·) where F (i, ·) : j 7→
F (i, j).
– Right evaluation L∞
Z2,Y
×Z→ L∞Z,Y , namely (F, j) 7→ F (·, j) where F (·, j) : i 7→
F (i, j).
(Note that the left evaluation map allows us to identify L∞
Z2,Y
with the space L ∞(Z,L ∞Z,Y )
of all bounded functions Z→ L∞Z,Y—thus making a potential sort L ∞(Z,L∞Z,Y ) superfluous.
We also have a different identification of L∞(Z,L∞Z,Y ) with L
∞(Z2, Y ) via right evaluation.)
• The Følner-measure map σ : N→M, where
σn =
1
n+ 1
∑
0≤i≤n
δi for all n ∈ N.
(σn is the average of unit point masses at the points 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.)
• The translation action of Z on L∞Z,Y . We regard this action as a function L∞Z,Y →
L∞
Z2,Y = L
∞(Z,L ∞Z,Y ) (with the latter identification by partial evaluation on the
left). The action is denoted f 7→ •f where •f ∈ L∞(Z,L∞Z,Y ) is the function i 7→ if
with if ∈ L ∞Z,Y the function j 7→ f(i+ j).
• The shear transformation L∞
Z2,Y
→ L∞
Z2,Y
, namely F 7→ F˜ where F˜ : (i, j) 7→
F (i, i+ j).
• The translation action of Z on M, regarded as a mapping M → L∞Z,M and denoted
µ 7→ •µ where •µ ∈ L∞Z,M is the mapping i 7→ iµ, with iµ ∈M the measure µ shifted
by −i, namely
iµ =
∑
j∈Z
ajδj+i if µ =
∑
j∈Z
ajδj ,
which is classically characterized by the property that 〈f, µ〉 = 〈if, iµ〉 for all f ∈ L∞Z,R
and i ∈ Z.
• The involutions L ∞
Z2,Y
→ L∞
Z2,Y
induced by the involution (i, j) 7→ (j, i) of Z2.
• The integration operations
– L∞Z,Y ×M→ Y : (f, µ) 7→ 〈f, µ〉 =
∑
i∈Z cif(i) for µ =
∑
i ciδi.
– (Left integral) M ×L∞
Z2,Y
→ L∞Z,Y : (µ, F ) 7→ ⟪µ, F⟫, where ⟪µ, F⟫ ∈ L∞Z,Y is
the function j 7→ 〈F (·, j), µ〉 =∑i ciF (i, j).
– (Right integral) L∞
Z2,Y
×M → L∞Z,Y : (F, µ) 7→ ⟪F, µ⟫, where ⟪F, µ⟫ ∈ L∞Z,Y is
the function i 7→ 〈F (i, ·), µ〉 =∑j cjF (i, j).
– L∞
Z2,Y
×L∞Z,M → L∞Z,Y : (F, µ•) 7→ ⟪F, µ•⟫ where ⟪F, µ•⟫ ∈ L∞Z,Y is the function
j 7→ 〈F (·, j), µj〉 (i.e., the operation induced by “pointwise integration” when
L∞
Z2,Y
is identified with L∞(Z,L∞Z,Y ) via left partial evaluation).
For visual convenience, we may use integral notation and write
∫
f dµ or
∫
f(i) dµ(i) for
〈f, µ〉, and ∫ F (i, ·) dµ(i) for ⟪µ, F⟫ (resp., ∫ F (·, j) dµ(j) for ⟪F, µ⟫).
Remarks 1.2. • There are redundancies on the list of functions above. For instance, the
L 2-norm onH is implicitly defined by its inner product: ‖x‖2 = x·x. As a less trivial
example, the action of Z on L∞Z,Y is obtained from the right inclusion L
∞
Z,Y →֒ L∞Z2,Y
followed by the shear transformation. However, for reasons of exposition we make
no effort to present a minimal list of distinguished functions. The model-theoretic
approach fundamentally requires that all sorts, functions and constants that are
relevant to the problem at hand be part of the structures under study.
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• The nonstrict order relations (≤ and ≥) of R are the only predicate symbols of a
Henson language. However, any discrete predicate P may be identified with a {0, 1}-
valued function χP (the characteristic function of the truth set of P ), so the usual
interpretation of P (x) (resp., of ¬P (x)) agrees with the interpretation of the Henson
formula χP (x) ≥ 1/2 (resp., of χP (x) ≤ 1/2).
Definition 1.3 (Classical PET structure over Z). A classical PET structure (over Z) is a
triple M = (S,C,F) where
S = (R,N,Z,AZ,H,B,M,L
∞
Z,R,L
∞
Z,H,L
∞
Z,B,L
∞
Z,M,L
∞
Z2,R,L
∞
Z2,H,L
∞
Z2,B)
is a collection of sorts, C is a collection of distinguished elements (constants), and F is
a collection of distinguished functions between sorts, provided these sorts, constants and
functions are obtained in the manner prescribed by Notation 1.1.
1.2. Abstract PET structures.
Definition 1.4 (Henson signature and language for PET structures over Z). The Henson
signature for PET structures over Z consists of three ingredients:
• A collection of formal symbols, called sort descriptors (or sort names) in one-to-
one correspondence with the collection S of sorts of a classical PET structure. For
definiteness, the collection of descriptors is taken to be
(R,N,Z,AZ,H,B,M,L
∞
Z,R,L
∞
Z,H,L
∞
Z,B,L
∞
Z,M,L
∞
Z2,R,L
∞
Z2,H,L
∞
Z2,B)
its members regarded as purely formal symbols.
• A collection of lexical constant symbols containing a unique symbol c for each of
the distinguished elements in Definition 1.3, with each such symbol endowed with a
sort descriptor s naming that sort to which the element c named by c belongs per
Definition 1.3.
• A collection of lexical function symbols containing a unique symbol f for each of
the functions named in Definition 1.3, with each such symbol endowed with a sort-
specification of the form s1 × · · · × sn → s0 where s0, s1, . . . , sn are sort descriptors
chosen in accordance with the specification of the domain (Cartesian product of sorts
named by s1, . . . , sn) and codomain (sort named by s0) of the function f named by
the symbol f.
The Henson language L for PET structures over Z is the Henson language (of positive
bounded formulas) whose signature is the one just described [HI02, Iov14, DnI17].
Definition 1.5 (PET structure over Z). Let L be the Henson language for PET structures.
Let PET be the class of all classical PET structures over Z per Definition 1.3, and let ThPET
be the L-theory of PET in Henson’s logic of approximate satisfaction of positive bounded
formulas. An (abstract) PET structure over Z is a model of ThPET.
The class PET of abstract PET structures obviously extends PET.
Remarks 1.6. • In principle, one may provide an explicit axiomatization in positive
bounded Henson formulas of the class PET. However, given the large number of
sorts and functions in a PET structure this task is impractical. We refer the reader to
our prior manuscript in which we provide explicit Henson axiomatizations of certain
classes of structures somewhat more general than PET [DnI17]. Nevertheless, it
should be clear that the Henson theory ThPET is uniform in the sense that it imposes
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bounds on constants as well as local bounds and local moduli of uniform continuity
on distinguished functions. Moreover, ThPET obviously is identical to the theory
Th
PET
of all abstract PET structures.
• The Følner map σ : N→M per Notation 1.1 implies a particular choice of a “notion
of averaging” over Z that is built into ThPET. Nonequivalent definitions of the
PET class over Z and of PET are obtained by changing this choice (e.g., letting
σn = 1/(2n + 1)
∑
−n≤i≤n δi in classical structures), but Theorems 2 and 3 on PET
structures over Z remain true under such alternate choice (in fact, they are special
cases of the more general Theorem 4).
• If M is a PET structure, then the R-named sort RM of M , under the correspond-
ing operations +MR ,−MR , . . . , is (isomorphic to) the standard real numbers; we shall
identify RM with R. Correspondingly, the “Hilbert sort” HM of M is a classical real
Hilbert space. Typically, the N-named sort N = NM of M is a proper extension of
the set N of standard natural numbers (when the latter is identified with the set of
interpretations mM of the constant symbols m of L, one for each standard naturalm)2,
and similarly Z = ZM extends Z in general. While BM may be identified (via the
evaluation map B×H→ H) with an algebra of bounded operators on HM , it need
not contain all bounded operators. The sort AMZ may be identified (via J· ∈ ·K) with
a Boolean algebra of some, but not necessarily all subsets of ZM , while (L∞Z,R)
M may
be identified (via the evaluation map) with a space of (not necessarily all) bounded
functions Z→ R.
One of the subtlest differences between classical and abstract PET structures is
the fact that MM typically consists of measures that are finitely but not countably
additive on ZM (in particular, such measures need not have atomic decompositions as
in the classical case). Fortunately, this difference turns out not to be critical, at least
if one works in saturated PET structures: In this setting, the interplay between sorts
ZM , AMZ and (L
∞
Z,R)
M comes to the rescue via analogues of Loeb measure and Loeb
integration [DnI17]. Appendix A.2 contains a basic discussion of Loeb structures.
2. Leibman sequences
2.1. Classical Leibman sequences. Leibman introduced the notion of polynomial se-
quences in a group G [Lei98]. Leibman’s polynomial sequences in G generalize sequences
(indexed by Z) of the form (gp(j) : j ∈ Z) where p : Z → Z is a polynomial and g ∈ G
is fixed. Fix such a sequence T• = (Tj : j ∈ Z) where Tj = gp(j). For fixed i ∈ Z, the
sequence ∆iT• = (Ti+j ◦T ∗j : j ∈ Z) of “step-i discrete differences” of T• is of the form (gq(j))
where q = ∆ip : j 7→ p(i + j) − p(j) is a polynomial of degree less than p (or possibly the
zero polynomial). This motivates Leibman’s recursive definition of polynomial sequence as
follows.
Definition 2.1 (Discrete difference and Leibman sequence). Let G be a multiplicative group
with identity I. When convenient, the inverse g−1 of an element g of G will be denoted g∗.
Let GZ be the group of all Z-sequences T : j 7→ Tj from Z into G under the operation
of pointwise multiplication induced from G, and endow GZ with the translation action iT
2The language L has constants naming only the standard integers and natural numbers, but no nonstan-
dard elements of the sorts NM , ZM
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of Z, namely (iT )j = Ti+j . For i ∈ Z, the discrete-difference operator is the function
T 7→ ∆iT := iT · T ∗ from GZ to GZ; it is uniquely characterized by the identity
(∆iT )j = Ti+j · T ∗j for all j ∈ Z.
(Since (T ∗)j = (Tj)
∗, parentheses may be omitted without ambiguity.) We will also omit
parentheses when writing iterated discrete differences; thus, ∆i∆jT means ∆i(∆jT ).
Let I denote the constant sequence j 7→ I. Given d ∈ N, a Leibman sequence in G of
degree at most d is any T ∈ GZ all of whose (d + 1)-fold iterated discrete differences are
trivial, i.e.,
∆id . . .∆i1∆i0T = I for all i0, i1, . . . , id ∈ Z.
A Leibman sequence is a Leibman sequence of any degree d; its degree degLT is the least
such d. (We define formally degLI = −∞.) A Leibman sequence T of degree at most 0 is
called translation-invariant or constant ; it is of the form T = gI for some g ∈ G (i.e., Tk = g
for all k ∈ Z).
Remarks 2.2. • The definition of Leibman sequence above is indirect and recursive; it
involves only the group structures of (Z,+) and (G, ·), but not the product of Z as
one might otherwise expect from the usual construction of polynomials starting with
monomials built from multiplication.
• It can be shown (by an application of the usual method of finite differences) that if
T is a Leibman sequence of degree at most d in an abelian group G, then there exist
g0, g1, . . . , gd ∈ G such that
Tk = g0 · gk1 · g(
k
2)
2 · . . . · g(
k
d)
d for all k ∈ Z,
where
(
k
j
)
= k(k − 1) · · · (k − j + 1)/j! is the j-th binomial coefficient.3 One may
regard g0, g1, . . . , gd as the “coefficients” of the Leibman polynomial T . In particular,
this abelian setting comprises all families (gp(k)) where p is a polynomial Z→ Z and
g ∈ G is fixed. Theorem 1 states the convergence of ergodic averages in the abelian
case; nevertheless, Theorems 2, 3 and 4 only assume that T is a unitary Leibman
sequence per Definition 2.11, but no additional explicit commutativity hypotheses.
• Translations commute with inversion and with discrete differences, i.e., (jT )∗ = j(T ∗)
and j(∆
iT ) = ∆i(jT ). (The latter equality depends on the commutativity of addition
on Z.) In particular, Leibman degree is invariant under translation. However, the
discrete difference operators do not commute with adjoints, so Leibman degree is
not invariant under taking adjoints. Correspondingly, T ∗ need not be a Leibman
polynomial if T is.
Leibman sequences of degree at most 1 are easily characterized:
Proposition 2.3. Given any fixed choice of a, b ∈ G, there exists a unique Leibman se-
quence T of degree at most 1 satisfying b = T0 and a = ∆
1T0, namely T : k 7→ akb.
The straightforward proof of Proposition 2.3 is left to the reader.
3See Proposition 2.6 below for the case of sequences in G abelian that are at most quadratic.
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2.2. Quadratic Leibman sequences. In this section we characterize classical Leibman se-
quences that are quadratic, i.e., of degree at most 2. In particular, we construct a quadratic
Leibman sequence whose range generates the non-nilpotent “lamplighter” group Z≀Z (Corol-
lary 2.9). Throughout this section, G will denote a multiplicative group with identity I; the
inverse g−1 of g ∈ G is denoted g∗ when convenient.
In what follows, we fix a quadratic Leibman sequence T . One may suspect that T is
uniquely characterized by three constants, say a = ∆1∆1T0, b = ∆
1T0 and c = T0; this is
easily shown to be true (See Proposition 2.4 below). However, in contrast to Proposition 2.3,
the constants a, b, c are not arbitrary: The requirement that they correspond to a bona fide
Leibman sequence T imposes nontrivial relations among a and b: They must generate a
factor of Z ≀ Z by Propositions 2.4 and 2.8.
Proposition 2.4. Given a quadratic Leibman sequence T in a group G, the elements a =
∆1∆1T0 = T2T
∗
1 T0T
∗
1 and b = ∆
1T0 = T1T
∗
0 satisfy the commutation relations
a · [bk]a = [bk]a · a for all k ∈ Z, (2.1)
where [h]g := hgh∗ is the conjugate of g by h. Conversely, given a, b, c ∈ G such that the
above relations hold for a and b, there exists a unique quadratic Leibman sequence T satisfying
∆1∆1T0 = a, ∆
1T0 = b and T0 = c.
Note that the commutation relations (2.1) do not involve c at all.
2.2.1. Proof of Proposition 2.4. Free variables i, j, k, l,m, n, p, x, y, z will denote elements
of Z throughout. The iterated discrete differences ∆iT,∆i∆jT,∆i∆j∆kT of T will be denoted
δ(i), δ(i, j), δ(i, j, k), respectively.
First, let T be a quadratic Leibman sequence; thus, δ(i, j, k) = I for all i, j, k, by definition
of Leibman degree. It follows that iδ(j, k) = δ(j, k), i.e., δ(j, k) is constant.
Denote by [S]R the conjugate SRS∗ of R by S (R, S ∈ GZ). Straightforward algebra shows
that the “cocycle identity”
δ(j, k + l) = lδ(j, k) · [lδ(k)]δ(j, l) (2.2)
holds for arbitrary T ∈ GZ. Under the assumption that T is quadratic, all terms δ(·, ·) in
the identity above are constant, so the cocycle identity improves itself to one with an extra
free parameter m:
δ(j, k + l) = δ(j, k) · [mδ(k)]δ(j, l). (2.3)
Let JR, SK = R∗S∗RS be the commutator of R, S. Using the cocycle identity (2.3) to expand
δ(i, j + k + l) in two different ways, we find Jδ(i, j),mδ(k + l)
∗ · nδ(k) · pδ(l)K = I. Using the
relation δ(x)∗ = xδ(−x), this identity may be rewritten
Jδ(i, j), kδ(x) · lδ(y) · mδ(z)K = I whenever x+ y + z = 0. (2.4)
Let H be the subgroup of GZ generated by all elements kδ(x), and K the subgroup of H
generated by all elements kδ(x) · lδ(y) · mδ(z) with x + y + z = 0. It follows from the
commutation relations (2.4) that K is a subgroup of the centralizer of δ(i, j) in GZ. It is
easy to see that K is a normal subgroup of H , and x 7→ δ(x) (mod K) is a homomorphism
Z→ H/K. Note that [δ(l)k ]δ(m,n) = δ(l)k·mδ(n)·δ(n)−1·δ(l)−k ≡ δ(kl)·δ(n)·δ(−n)·δ(−kl) ≡
I (mod K), so the following commutation identity follows:
δ(i, j) · [δ(l)k ]δ(m,n) = [δ(l)k ]δ(m,n) · δ(i, j). (2.5)
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Putting i = j = l = m = n = 1 (with k arbitrary) and evaluating at 0, we obtain the
commutation relations (2.1).
Conversely, let a, b, c satisfy the commutation relations (2.1). We claim that a unique
T ∈ GZ exists satisfying
T0 = c, δ(1)0 = b, δ(1, 1) = aI (i.e., δ(1, 1)k = a for all k ∈ Z). (2.6)
Let T0 = c and T1 = bc, so the first two conditions above hold. For k ≥ 0, the condition
Tk+2T
∗
k+1TkT
∗
k+1 = δ(1, 1)k = a is equivalent to the forward recurrence Tk+2 = aTk+1T
∗
kTk+1,
while for k ≤ 0, it is equivalent to the backward recurrence Tk = Tk+1T ∗k+2aTk+1. Using both
recurrences with the initial values T0 = c, T1 = bc, we obtain a unique T ∈ GZ satisfying the
conditions (2.6).
To prove that T is indeed a quadratic Leibman sequence, it remains to show that δ(i, j) is
constant for all i, j. This is done inductively, starting from (2.6), which implies that δ(1, 1)
is constant. The details follow.
Lemma 2.5. Let A = δ(1, 1) = aI and B = δ(1). For R ∈ GZ, let the naive degree
degR of R be the sum of the exponents of all occurrences of B when R is written as a
word in the alphabet A1, A−1, B1, B−1. Then naive degree is invariant under translations:
degR = deg(jR) for all j ∈ Z. Define
{{R}} := [R]A.
Let 〈A,B〉 be the subgroup of GZ generated by A and B. The elements {{R}} for R ∈ 〈A,B〉
are constant and commute with each other pairwise. Moreover, {{R}} depends only on degR;
in fact, {{R}} = {{BdegR}}.4
Proof. LetW = W(X, Y ) denote a word in four formal symbols X,X∗, Y, Y ∗. If P,Q,R ∈ GZ
are such that the word W evaluates to R (using the group operation of GZ) under the
substitutions X = P , X∗ = P−1, Y = Q, Y ∗ = Q−1, we write R = W(P,Q). For an
arbitrary such word W, let R = W(A,B). The equalities A = jA and jB = A
jB imply
jR = W(jA, jB) = W(A,A
jB) = W′(A,B) (2.7)
for a new word5 W′ = W′(X, Y ) using exactly as many of each of the symbols Y , Y ∗ as W
(but possibly more of X , X∗). It follows that naive degree is invariant under translations.
We have j{{R}} = j(RAR∗) = jR · jA · jR∗ = {{jR}} since jA = A. Because of the translation
invariance of naive degree, once the identity {{R}} = {{BdegR}} is proved, it shall follow that
{{R}} is constant, since j{{R}} = {{jR}} = {{Bdeg(jR)}} = {{BdegR}} = {{R}}.
By identity (2.7), proving {{R}}{{S}} = {{S}}{{R}} for all R, S ∈ GZ reduces to showing
{{R}}0 · {{S}}0 = {{S}}0 · {{R}}0. Abusing notation, define {{g}} = [g]a = gag∗ for g ∈ G. The
remainder of the proof thus reduces to proving
4The naive degree need not be well defined as an integer, but it is well defined as an integer modulo N if
N is the least positive integer (if any) such that I has an expression as a word of naive degree N (in addition
to its expression as the empty word of naive degree 0). Thus, naive degree induces a well-defined notion of
degree (modulo N) with respect to which the identity {{R}} = {{BdegR}} holds.
5To be precise, W(A,AjB) is a word W′(A,B) where W′(X,Y ) is obtained from W(X,Y ) performing the
substitutions Y = XjY , Y ∗ = Y ∗X−j, where powers Xk, X−k (for k ≥ 0) are interpreted as the k-words
X . . .X and X∗ . . .X∗, respectively.
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(1) {{g}} depends only on the naive degree deg g of g ∈ G—defined as the sum of the
exponents of b in an expression g = W(a, b) of g as a word W on a1, a−1, b1, and
b−1—in fact, {{g}} = {{bn}} where n = deg g, and
(2) the elements {{g}} = [g]a for g in the subgroup 〈a, b〉 generated by a and b commute
pairwise.
Since {{g}} commutes with {{h}} iff {{g∗h}} commutes with {{I}} = a, property (2) follows from
(2’) {{g}} commutes with a if g ∈ 〈a, b〉.
Note that g ∈ 〈a, b〉 satisfies properties (1) and (2’) iff either one of g∗, ag, a∗g does.
For m ≥ 0, let 〈a, b〉m be the set of elements of 〈a, b〉 that are words W(a, b) using no more
than m symbols b, b∗. By induction on m, we prove assertions (1) and (2’) for g ∈ 〈a, b〉m.
(This will prove the assertions for all g ∈ 〈a, b〉 = ⋃m〈a, b〉m.) First, 〈a, b〉0 consists of
powers ak having naive degree zero. Since a commutes with ak, it follows that {{ak}} =
[ak]a = a; thus, assertions (1) and (2’) hold for m = 0. Next, assume both assertions hold
for some fixed m ≥ 0. Let g ∈ 〈a, b〉m+1 be arbitrary. Without loss of generality (possibly
multiplying g by powers of a or a∗ on the left) we may assume that g = b±1h with h ∈ 〈a, b〉m.
If g = b±1h, then deg g = deg h ± 1, and it follows from the inductive hypothesis that
{{g}} = {{b±1h}} = [b±1]{{h}} = [b±1]{{bdeg h}} = {{b±1bdeg h}} = {{bdeg g}}. Note that {{bk}} = [bk]a
commutes with a by the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4; hence, so does {{g}}. This shows that
assertions (1) and (2’) hold for m+ 1, completing the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
Continuing the proof of Proposition 2.4, let A = δ(1, 1) and B = δ(1) as above, and
let {{〈A,B〉}} be the subgroup of 〈A,B〉 generated by elements {{R}} with R ∈ 〈A,B〉. By
Lemma 2.5, {{〈A,B〉}} is an abelian group of constants. By induction, one shows first that for
all k, l we have kδ(l) ∈ 〈A,B〉, and subsequently that δ(k, l) ∈ {{〈A,B〉}} (using Lemma 2.5
and the cocycle identity (2.2) to induct on l, then the identity δ(i + j, l) = jδ(i, l)δ(j, l) to
induct on k, plus simple manipulations to extend to negative k, l). Thus, δ(k, l) is constant
for all k, l. This implies that I = δ(j, k, l) = ∆j∆k∆lT for all j, k, l, showing that T is a
quadratic Leibman sequence and concluding the proof of Proposition 2.4.
2.2.2. Some consequences of Proposition 2.4. First, we give some definitions. Given a se-
quence (xi : i ∈ Z) in any multiplicative group G, there is a natural notion of product∏l
i=k xi of the terms xi “as i ranges from k to l”; it is characterized by the properties
(1)
∏k−1
i=k xi = 1G (the identity of G), and
(2)
∏l+1
i=k xi =
(∏l
i=k xi
)
· xl+1
for all k, l ∈ Z.
Informally, terms xi are multiplied left-to-right in succession. For fixed k, one obtains the
familiar definitions
k∏
i=k
xi = xk,
k+1∏
i=k
xi = xkxk+1, . . . ,
k+n∏
i=k
xi = xkxk+1 . . . xk+n, . . . ,
but also the less familiar
k−2∏
i=k
xi = x
−1
k−1,
k−3∏
i=k
xi = x
−1
k−1x
−1
k−2, . . . ,
k−n−1∏
i=k
xi = x
−1
k−1x
−1
k−2 . . . x
−1
k−n, . . . .
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There is a corresponding notion of product op
∏
evaluated in the opposite group Gop of G:
iterated products are computed right-to-left instead, namely
(1) op
∏k−1
i=k xi = 1G, and
(2) op
∏l+1
i=k xi = xl+1 ·
(
op∏l
i=k xi
)
for all k, l ∈ Z.6
Proposition 2.6. If a, b, c are elements of a group G satisfying the commutation rela-
tions (2.1), the unique quadratic Leibman sequence T satisfying ∆1∆1T0 = a, ∆
1T0 = b
and T0 = c is given by the expression
Tj =
[
op∏j
i=1
(ai−1b)
]
· c for all j ∈ Z. (2.8)
In particular, if a and b commute, then Tj = a
(j2)bjc where
(
j
2
)
= j(j − 1)/2 for all j ∈ Z.
Proof. From the identities δ(j+1) = jδ(1)·δ(j) and jδ(1) = δ(j, 1)δ(1) = δ(1, 1)j ·δ(1) = AjB,
we obtain jT · T ∗ = δ(j) = op
∏j
i=1(A
i−1B). Thus, jT =
op∏j
i=1(A
i−1B) · T . Equation (2.8)
follows evaluating the latter identity at 0.
If a and b commute, then Tj =
∏j
i=1 a
i−1 ·∏ji=1 b ·c = a∑ji=1(i−1) ·bj ·c, where∑ji=1(i−1) =
j(j − 1)/2 = (j
2
)
. (For j ≤ 0, the sum ∑ji=1 is understood in the obvious sense analogous to
the definition of
∏j
i=1 above.) 
Definition 2.7. The restricted wreath product Z ≀Z of Z with itself is called the lamplighter
group. It is realized as a group on generators (αk : k ∈ Z) and β subject to the relations
αkαl = αlαk (2.9)
βkαl = αk+lβ
k for all k, l ∈ Z. (2.10)
The subgroups H = 〈β〉 and K = 〈αk : k ∈ Z〉 of Z ≀ Z are abelian. Together, they
generate Z ≀ Z, and it is easy to show that each is its own centralizer in Z ≀ Z; therefore,
Z ≀Z has trivial center. In particular, Z ≀Z is not nilpotent. It is, however, solvable, being a
semidirect product of the two abelian groups H , K.
Proposition 2.8. Given a quadratic Leibman sequence T in a group G, its discrete differ-
ences ∆iT,∆i∆jT (i, j ∈ Z) generate a subgroup 〈∆◦T 〉 of GZ isomorphic to a factor of Z ≀Z.
Actually, the group 〈∆◦T 〉 is already generated by A = ∆1∆1T and B = ∆1T . The values
∆iTm,∆
i∆jTm (i, j,m ∈ Z) of these discrete differences generate a subgroup 〈∆◦T 〉• of G
also isomorphic to a factor of Z ≀ Z. In fact, a = A0 and b = B0 already generate 〈∆◦T 〉•.
Furthermore, there exists a quadratic Leibman sequence such that both 〈∆◦T 〉 and 〈∆◦T 〉• are
isomorphic to Z ≀ Z itself.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.4 shows that 〈∆◦T 〉 is generated by A and B. A fortiori,
〈∆◦T 〉 is generated by B and A[k] := [Bk]A for k ∈ Z (since A[0] = A). The special case
i = j = l = m = n = 1 (with k arbitrary) of equation (2.5) gives the commutation relations
A · A[k] = A[k] · A,
6One may alternatively define
op∏l
i=k xi :=
(∏l
i=k x
−1
i
)
−1
.
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whence the following relations are easily proved using induction and the definition of A[k]:
A[k]A[l] = A[l]A[k]
BkA[l] = A[k+l]B
k for all k, l ∈ Z.
In general, further relations between A and B may hold; nevertheless, we see that the
generators A[k] (k ∈ Z) and B of 〈∆◦T 〉 satisfy the defining relations (2.9), (2.10) of Z ≀ Z,
so 〈∆◦T 〉 is isomorphic to a factor of Z ≀ Z. Evaluation at zero is a homomorphism GZ → G
that restricts to a surjection 〈∆◦T 〉 → 〈∆◦T 〉•, so 〈∆◦T 〉• is isomorphic to a factor of 〈∆◦T 〉,
and thus of Z ≀ Z, generated by a = A0 and b = B0.
Reciprocally, let (αk : k ∈ Z) and β be the canonical generators of Z≀Z, i.e., these elements
obey only relations implied by (2.9) and (2.10). It follows from Proposition 2.4 that there
is a unique quadratic Leibman sequence T in Z ≀ Z satisfying ∆1∆1T0 = α0, ∆1T0 = β and
T0 = I. For this sequence T we have 〈∆◦T 〉• ≃ Z ≀ Z, and hence 〈∆◦T 〉 ≃ Z ≀ Z also. 
Corollary 2.9. There exists a quadratic Leibman sequence T with T0 = I whose range
generates a non-nilpotent group.
Proof. The quadratic Leibman sequence T constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.8 has
T0 = I, and its range generates Z ≀ Z, which is not nilpotent. 
Remark 2.10. Bergelson and Leibman used the lamplighter group to construct counterexam-
ples showing that multiple recurrence and multiple convergence results that hold for ergodic
actions generating nilpotent groups do fail for non-nilpotent groups [BL04]. In contrast to
the case of multiple ergodic averages, all (simple) ergodic convergence results in the present
manuscript—including Theorems 2 and 4—hold under the sole hypothesis that the family T•
is a Leibman sequence, which already in the quadratic setting includes cases in which the
range of T• is non-nilpotent, per Corollary 2.9 above.
2.3. Leibman sequences in PET structures.
Definition 2.11 (Discrete difference and abstract Leibman sequence). Let M be a PET
structure over Z. The discrete-difference operator is the function ∆• : L∞Z,B → L∞Z2,B
uniquely characterized by the identity
(∆•T )i,j = Ti+j ◦ T ∗j for all i, j ∈ Z.
Alternatively, for i ∈ Z, the left evaluation at i of ∆•T is ∆iT = iT ◦ T ∗.
Let I = I() denote the constant family i 7→ I in L∞Z,B. Given d ∈ N, a unitary Leibman
sequence of degree at most d is any T ∈ L ∞Z,B satisfying
∆id . . .∆i1∆i0T = I for all i0, i1, . . . , id ∈ Z,
that takes values in UH, i.e., also satisfying T
∗ ◦ T = I = T ◦ T ∗. A Leibman sequence is a
Leibman sequence of any degree d; its degree degLT is the least such d. (We define formally
degLI = −∞.)
Remarks 2.12. • Note that abstract Leibman sequences per Definition 2.11 are “in-
ternal”, i.e., obtained from elements of L∞Z,B—that are otherwise only incidentally
regarded as functions Z→ B via evaluation; they may be regarded as taking values
in the group
G = UH = {U ∈ BH : U ◦ U∗ = I = U∗ ◦ U}
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of (internal) unitary transformations of the Hilbert space H. (For this reason, we
sometimes refer to these Leibman sequences as unitary.) Accordingly, the defining
property of a Leibman sequence amounts to the requirement that d + 1 discrete-
difference operations, possibly involving nonstandard elements j ∈ Z, always trans-
form T into I, i.e., the constant function i 7→ I for all i ∈ Z, not merely for all i ∈ Z.
The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 below crucially depend on the richer structure of Z
in saturated PET structures—even if ultimately the results are valid in all PET
structures, including classical ones whose Leibman sequences are bona fide functions
Z→ UH ⊂ B.
• We have ∆•T = •T ◦ (T ∗,·); hence, discrete differentiation is obtained from the Z-
action on L∞Z,B, the right inclusion L
∞
Z,B →֒ L ∞Z2,B, plus the pointwise operations of
composition and taking adjoint; thus, ∆• may as well be regarded as a distinguished
function of any PET structure M .
• The predicate “ T is a unitary Leibman sequence of degree at most d” is captured by
a single Henson formula λd(T ), namely
7
(T ◦ T ∗ = I = T ∗ ◦ T ) ∧ ∀id . . .∀i1∀i0
[
∆id(. . . (∆i1(∆i0T )) . . . ) = I
]
. (2.11)
• Since any group G is realized as a subgroup of a suitable unitary group UH,8 it follows
that any classical Leibman sequence is realized as a Leibman sequence in a classi-
cal PET structure. In view of Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9, we have instances
of pointwise ergodic convergence per Theorem 2 in the setting of quadratic Leib-
man sequences (Tn) of unitary operators generating a non-nilpotent group of unitary
transformations. To our knowledge, this is the first explicit example of pointwise
convergence of averages of a non-nilpotent (in fact, not even virtually nilpotent9)
family of unitary transformations.
3. An ergodic theorem for unitary polynomial actions of Z
Throughout the end of this section, L will be the Henson language for PET structures
over Z. All structures will be in the class PET of abstract PET structures over Z.
3.1. The sequence of ergodic averages.
Convention 3.1. Henceforth, the standalone symbols R,Z,N shall denote the usual sets of
real, integer and natural numbers. If M is a PET structure over Z, we shall use interpretation
of constants (and the density of Q in R) to identify R with the sort RM , and also Z and N
with subsets of Z = ZM and N = NM , respectively.10 By an abuse of notation, when the
structure M is clear from context, we may omit the superscript and write H, B, AZ L
∞
Z,R,
. . . to denote the sorts HM , BM , AMZ , (L
∞
Z,R)
M , . . . of M .
7Expressions of the type x = y such as those in (2.11) are not Henson formulas sensu stricti, but may be
regarded as abbreviations of formulas d(x, y) ≤ 0 (or ‖y − x‖ ≤ 0 in Banach sorts).
8One may identify G with its faithful homomorphic image under the translation action G y L 2(G),
which realizes G as a group of unitary transformations of H = L 2(G).
9A group is virtually nilpotent if it has a finite-index nilpotent subgroup.
10The identification of N with a subset of Z is neither necessary nor beneficial. Theorem 4 below considers
ergodic averages relative to Følner nets indexed by any countable directed set D (in place of N) over an
arbitrary abelian group G (in place of Z).
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Definition 3.2 (Ergodic averages). Let M be a PET structure over Z and let T ∈ L∞Z,B.
Via the evaluation L∞Z,B × Z → B, one may regard T as a function i 7→ Ti. For n ∈ N, the
n-th average of T is
AVn T = 〈T, σn〉.
The sequence of averages of T is AV• T = (AVn T : n ∈ N).
Similarly, for x ∈ H, the n-th average of x under T is AVnT (x). The sequence of averages
of x under T is AV•T (x) = (AVnT (x) : n ∈ N).
We remark that ThPET ensures the validity of the identities
AVn T =
1
n+ 1
∑
0≤i≤n
Ti and AVn T (x) =
1
n + 1
∑
0≤i≤n
Ti(x)
for (standard) n ∈ N; however, averages as defined above are non-classical if n ∈ N \ N.
On the other hand, the sequence (AVn T : n ∈ N) has classical terms, and the study of its
convergence is purely classical a priori.
Theorem 2 (Poly-MET/Z: Mean Ergodic Theorem for unitary polynomial actions of Z).
Let M be a PET structure over Z, and let T ∈ (L∞Z,R)M be a Leibman sequence of unitary
operators on the Hilbert space H = HM . For every x ∈ H, the sequence AV• T (x) =
(AVn T (x) : n ∈ N) of averages of x under T converges in the norm topology of H.
Theorem 2 admits the following uniformly metastable strengthening.
Theorem 3 (Metastable Poly-MET/Z). Fix d ∈ N. There exists a universal metastability
rate Ed• , depending only on d, that applies uniformly to all sequences AV• T (x) of averages
of arbitrary x in the unit ball of the Hilbert-space sort H under any Leibman sequence T
in UH of degree at most d in any PET structure M over Z.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorems 2 and 3.
3.2. Proof preliminaries.
Lemma 3.3 (Dominated Convergence Theorem in PET structures). Let L be the language
of PET structures. Let M be any saturated PET structure. Let ϕ• = (ϕn : n ∈ N) be a
bounded sequence in L∞Z,H. For all x ∈ ZM assume that the sequence ϕ•(x) = (ϕn(x) : n ∈ N)
in HM is convergent. Then, for arbitrary µ ∈MM , the sequence 〈ϕ•, µ〉 =
(〈ϕn, µ〉 : n ∈ N)
in HM is convergent.
(We will only require the special case of Lemma 3.3 in which ϕ is of the form n 7→ AVnT
with T ∈ L∞Z,B.)
Proof. A saturated PET structure M is a Banach integration framework (with Banach
sort HM and measure-space sort ZM ) as defined in Appendix A.4. Thus, Lemma 3.3 follows
from Theorem 5 whose statement and proof are in Appendix A.5. 
To state the next lemma we need a definition. Let the reverse difference operator ∇• :
L∞Z,B → L∞Z2,B be the mapping T 7→ ∇•T characterized by the property that ∇•T evaluates
to the function (i, j) 7→ Tj ◦ T ∗i+j . We write ∇iT to denote the left evaluation of ∇•T , i.e.,
∇iT evaluates to the mapping j 7→ Tj ◦ T ∗i+j. Note that ∇iT is the translate by i of the
(forward) difference of T with step −i, i.e., ∇iT = i∆[−i]T holds for all i ∈ Z. Just like the
forward difference operator ∆•, the reverse difference operator ∇• is explicitly definable in
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any PET structure since it is obtained by composing functions of the structure (the Z-action
L∞Z,B → L∞Z2,B, the shear map on L ∞Z2,B, the pointwise adjoint operation L∞Z,B → L ∞Z,B, the
left inclusion L∞Z,B →֒ L∞Z2,B, and the pointwise composition L∞Z2,B×L∞Z2,B → L ∞Z2,B); thus,
∇• may as well be considered a distinguished function of any PET structure.
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a PET structure such that N = NM contains a nonstandard natural
number M ∈ N \ N. For every standard natural n ∈ N and T ∈ L∞Z,B:
(AVn T ) ◦ (AVM T )∗ = 〈⟪∇•T , σn⟫, σM〉.
In less cryptic notation, the equation above reads:
(AVn T ) ◦ (AVM T )∗ =
∫
AVn(∇iT ) dσM(i).
Every step of the proof below is justified by an axiom of ThPET. We prefer to use informal
integral notation to make the argument transparent.
Proof. Note that (AVM T )
∗ = AVM(T
∗) (in fact, 〈T, µ〉∗ = 〈T ∗, µ〉 for all µ ∈ M). For
m,n ∈ N we have:
(AVn T ) ◦ (AVm T )∗ =
∫
Tj dσn(j) ◦
∫
T ∗i dσm(i) =
∫∫
Tj ◦ T ∗i dσm(i) dσn(j)
=
∫∫
Tj ◦ T ∗i+j dσm(i+ j) dσn(j)
(letting i = i+ j in the inner integral)
=
∫∫
∇iTj dσm(i+ j) dσn(j)
=
∫∫
∇iTj dσn(j) dσm(i)
−
∫∫
∇iTj d[σm − j(σm)](i) dσn(j),
where j(σm) is the translation of σm by j. Since ‖∇iTj‖ =
∥∥
i∆
[−i]Tj
∥∥ ≤ ‖T‖2 for all i, j:∥∥∥∥(AVn T ) ◦ (AVm T )∗ − ∫ AVn(∇iT ) dσm(i)∥∥∥∥ ≤ ‖T‖2 · max0≤j≤m ‖σm − j(σm)‖.
Given fixed ǫ > 0 and n ∈ N, let mǫ,n be the smallest natural number satisfying mǫ,n ≥
2n/ǫ. Clearly, ‖σm− j(σm)‖ ≤ 2n/(m+1) ≤ ǫ for j ≤ n ≤ m+1. (For m large and n small,
this inequality captures the “approximate invariance” of the long interval {0, 1, . . . , m} of Z
under small translations, i.e., the Følner property of the collection of such intervals.) Then
we have∥∥∥∥(AVn T ) ◦ (AVm T )∗ − ∫ AVn(∇iT ) dσm(i)∥∥∥∥ ≤ ǫ‖T‖2 whenever m ≥ mǫ,n. (3.1)
Since M ∈ N \ N satisfies M ≥ mǫ,n for all n ∈ N and ǫ > 0, the assertion in Lemma 3.4
follows. 
We offer some remarks on the proof of Lemma 3.4 above, which is the crux of our approach
to proving Theorem 2. Despite its rather short length, it sheds light on the various sorts and
distinguished functions in PET structures. There are no double integrals as such but rather
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iterated integrals L∞
Z2,B
→ L∞Z,B and L ∞Z,B → B—the order of the integration (first on the
left and then on the right variable, or vice versa) is immaterial as ensured by the PET axiom
(∀T ∈ L∞Z2,B)(∀µ, ν ∈M)
[〈⟪µ,T⟫, ν〉 = 〈⟪T, ν⟫, µ〉].
The validity of the substitution i = i+ j in the inner integral is justified by the compatibility
of the shear transformation on L∞
Z2,B
and the action of Z on M:
(∀T ∈ L∞Z2,B)(∀µ ∈M)
[
⟪T, µ⟫ = ⟪T˜, •µ⟫
]
.
Other steps in the proof admit similar formal justifications by axioms of PET structures.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a saturated Henson structure with an ordered sort (N,≤) extending
(N,≤), and let ϕ• be a sequence explicitly defined by a L[S]-term ϕ(n) of sort s (i.e., ϕ• is the
sequence (ϕ(n) : n ∈ N) in M , where n is a variable of sort N and S is some set of parameters
of the universe of M ). Then every sub-sequential limit of ϕ is of the form ϕ(M) for some
M ∈ N \ N. If ϕ(M) = ϕ(N) for all M ∈ N \ N, then the sequence ϕ• = (ϕ(n) : n ∈ N)
converges. In such case, the common value ϕ(M) is the limit limn→∞ ϕ(n).
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is a routine application of saturation left to the reader.
Lemma 3.6. Let X, Y be metric spaces, and let ϕ : (x, n) 7→ ϕn(x) be a function from X×N
to Y such that ϕn(·) : X → Y is 1-Lipschitz for each n ∈ N (i.e., d(ϕn(x), ϕn(y)) ≤ d(x, y)
for x, y ∈ X). Let S be a dense subset of X such that ϕ•(x) converges for all x ∈ S. Then
ϕ•(x) converges for all x ∈ X.
We omit the straightforward proof of Lemma 3.6.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2. For each fixed Leibman degree d ∈ N, we first prove Theorem 2
for unitary Leibman sequences of degree at most d in any saturated PET structure M . The
descent argument on the degree d is characteristic of Bergelson’s PET induction [Ber87].
The assertion is trivial for T = I. If T (is pointwise unitary and) has Leibman degree
degL T = 0, we have Ti ◦ T ∗0 = ∆iT0 = I, hence Ti = T0 for all i ∈ Z, so T is constant. Thus,
the sequences AV• T and AV• T (x) are also constant (all terms are equal to T0 and T0(x),
respectively), so Theorem 2 follows for Leibman polynomials of degree 0.
Assume now that the assertion in Theorem 2 is proved for all T ∈ L∞Z,B having Leibman
degree less than some positive integer d. Fix T ∈ L∞Z,B with degL(T ) = d.
Lemma 3.7. If x = (AVMT )
∗(y) for some M ∈ N\N and y ∈ H, then AV• T (x) converges.
Proof. Note that AV• T (x) is bounded by ‖T‖ ‖x‖. By Lemma 3.4, we have AVn T (x) =
AVn T ◦ AVM T ∗(y) = 〈⟪∇•T (y), σn⟫, σM〉 for n ∈ N. For i ∈ Z we have ∇iT = i∆[−i]T . By
the invariance of Leibman degree under translation and the assumption degL(T ) ≤ d, we
have degL(∇iT ) = degL(i∆[−i]T ) < d, and hence AV•(∇iT )(y) is convergent for all i ∈ Z by
the inductive hypothesis. An application of Lemma 3.3 concludes the proof. 
The space Struct of structured elements of H (relative to T ) is the closure of the lin-
ear span of all elements of the form (AVMT )
∗(y) for M ∈ N \ N and y ∈ H. By lin-
earity and Lemmas 3.6 & 3.7, AV• T (x) converges for all structured elements x. (The
1-Lipschitz condition follows from the inequalities ‖AVnT (x)−AVnT (y)‖ ≤ ‖AVnT‖‖y−x‖
and ‖AVnT‖ = ‖〈T, σn〉‖ ≤ ‖T‖ · ‖σn‖ = 1 · 1 = 1.)
The space Rand of pseudorandom elements of H (relative to T ) is the orthogonal com-
plement of Struct in H. By the fundamental theorem of linear algebra and the definition of
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structured elements, an element x ∈ H is pseudorandom precisely when AVMT (x) = 0 for
all M ∈ N \ N. By Lemma 3.5, AV• T (x) converges to zero in this case.
Combining the pseudorandom and structured cases using linearity, we deduce that all
averages AV•T (x) converge. This concludes the inductive step of the proof of Theorem 2 in
any saturated PET structure M .
To conclude the proof for any PET structure over Z, let M be any (not necessarily satu-
rated) PET structure, and let M˜ be a saturated elementary L-extension of M in Henson’s
logic. For fixed degree d ∈ N and T ∈ (L∞Z,B)M , the property that T is a unitary Leibman
sequence of degree at most d is L-axiomatizable, hence it is true in M˜ when T is regarded
as an element of (L∞Z,B)
M˜ . For x ∈ HM˜ we have proved that AV•T (x) converges since
degL(T ) ≤ d. A fortiori, AV•T (x) converges for x ∈ HM . This concludes the proof of
Theorem 2 in full generality.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3. Let L˜ expand the language L of PET structures with new
constants (T, x, yn : n < ω), with T of sort L
∞
Z,B, and x and all yn of sort H. For fixed d ∈ N,
consider the L˜-theory
Λd = ThPET ∪ {λd(T), ‖x‖ ≤ 1, yn = AVnT(x) : n < ω} ,
where λd(T) is formula (2.11) stating that the interpretation of T is Leibman of degree at
most d. Note that Λd is a uniform theory: λd(T) implies ‖T‖ ≤ 1, hence also ‖yn‖ ≤
1. Every model M˜ of Λd is an expansion of a PET structure M having the form M˜ =
(M , T, x,AV• T (x)). By Theorem 2, all sequences (c
M˜
n ) = AV• T (x) are convergent. An
application of Proposition A.10 finishes the proof of Theorem 3.
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1. A classical Leibman sequence T• = (Tk : k ∈ Z) with degL(T ) ≤
d in an abelian subgroup K of the group UH of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H is
easily shown to have the form Tk = U0 ◦ Uk1 ◦ U(
k
2)
2 ◦ · · · ◦ U(
k
d)
d where Uj = ∆
jT0 and(
k
j
)
= k(k − 1) . . . (k − j + 1)/j! are binomial coefficients for j = 0, 1, . . . , d. Since the
functions k 7→ (k
j
)
(j = 0, 1, . . . , d) are a Z-basis for polynomial mappings p : Z → Z of
degree at most d, Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorems 2 and 3.
4. A Mean Ergodic Theorem for unitary polynomial actions of abelian
groups
To formulate our most general result on convergence of averages, we replace N with an
arbitrary countable directed set (D,≤) and Z with an arbitrary abelian group (G,+) endowed
with a countable Følner D-net F• = (Fj : j ∈ D) of nonempty finite subsets of G. These
assumptions are sufficient to ensure that the proofs of natural generalizations of Theorems 2
and 3 carry through in this more general context, mutatis mutandis, from those given in
Section 3.
Theorem 4 (Poly-MET: Mean Ergodic Theorem for unitary polynomial actions of an
abelian group). Fix an abelian group (G,+) and a Følner net F• = (Fj : j ∈ D) of subsets
of G, indexed by a countable directed set (D,≤). Let H be a Hilbert space. Let T : G→ UH
be a polynomial mapping, in Leibman’s sense, into the group UH of unitary transformations
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of H. For every x ∈ H, the D-net AV• T (x) = (AVi T (x) : i ∈ D) in H, of averages relative
to F•:
AVi T (x) =
1
#Fi
∑
g∈Fi
Tg(x)
of x under T , converges in the norm topology of H.
In fact, given fixed choices of G, D, F• and d ∈ N, there exists a rate of metastability
E(G,D,F•,d)• =
(
Eǫ,η : ǫ > 0, η ∈
∏
i∈D
P∗fin(D≥i)
)
(with Eǫ,η ∈ P∗fin(D) for each ǫ, η) that applies universally to all sequences AV• T (x) for any
element x in the unit ball of any Hilbert space H and any Leibman polynomial T : D→ UH
of degree at most d.
Remark 4.1. The definition of Leibman polynomial mapping T : G→ UH is a straightforward
generalization of that of Leibman sequence Z→ UH [Lei02]. The discrete difference ∆gT of
T with step g ∈ G is the mapping h 7→ Tg+h ◦ T ∗h . Define degL(T ) ≤ 0 if ∆gT = I (where I
is the constant mapping g 7→ I). Recursively, let degL(T ) ≤ d+1 mean that degL(∆gT ) ≤ d
for all g ∈ G. Then T is a Leibman mapping if degL(T ) ≤ d for some d; the least such d is
degL(T ), although we adopt the convention degL(I) = −∞.
We only provide an outline of the proof of Theorem 4 since it is formally identical to the
arguments in Sections 3.2–3.4. The definition of classical PET structure over G is completely
analogous to that of PET structure over Z in section 1.1—simply replace all instances of Z
by G and those of N by D. The Følner sequence F• is captured indirectly via the Følner
measure map σ : D→M, where
σi =
1
#Fi
∑
g∈Fi
δg for all i ∈ D.
The Henson language L for the class of classical PET structures over G is clear. Any model
of the theory ThD,G
PET
of such classical structures is an (abstract) PET structure over G. (Note
that the language L depends on both G and D; the theory ThD,G
PET
further depends on the
choice of the Følner net F•.)
Analogues of Theorems 2 and 3 hold in the class of all PET structures over G. The scheme
of proof is exactly the same. The countability hypothesis on D is an essential hypothesis in
Theorem 5, which enters the proof via an analogue of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4 uses the exact same definition of reverse difference (∇gT )h = Th ◦ T ∗g+h. Its
proof is adapted using the definition of Følner net as we now indicate: By definition, given
ǫ > 0 and g ∈ G there is k = kg,ǫ ∈ D such that the symmetric difference Fl△(g + Fl) has
cardinality at most ǫ · #Fl for all l ≥ k. Thus, letting Ki,ǫ = max{kg,ǫ : g ∈ Fi}, we have
‖σj − g(σj)‖ ≤ ǫ for all g ∈ Fi provided j ≥ Ki,ǫ. Whence follows the proof of an analog
of Lemma 3.4 stating that (AVj T ) ◦ (AVKT )∗ =
∫
AVj(∇gT ) dσK(g) holds whenever j ∈ D
and K ∈ DM satisfies K ≥ i for all i ∈ D.
Lemma 3.5 continues to hold provided one replaces the nonstandard natural numbers
M,N with nonstandard elements J,K of DM that satisfy J,K ≥ i for all standard elements
i ∈ D.
The arguments in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 apply verbatim once the lemmas in Section 3.2
have been adapted, completing the proof of Theorem 4.
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Appendix A. A Dominated Convergence Theorem for notions of
integration in Banach spaces
This appendix bears a close connection to our prior manuscript on measure, integra-
tion and metastable convergence in Henson structures [DnI17]. Our main goal is proving
Lemma 3.3. Rather than doing so in the specific context of PET structures, we prove a more
general result (Theorem 5) about sequences of integrals of functions on a finite measure space
taking values in a Banach space. This requires a number of preliminary steps.
A.1. Integration structures. We recall the class of integration structures (with underlying
finite positive measure) introduced in our earlier manuscript, to which we refer the reader
for details [DnI17]. These are saturated models of the Henson theory Th∫ of integration
with respect to a positive finite measure on structures with (classical) sorts R, Ω, AΩ, L
∞
Ω,R
where R is the set of real numbers, AΩ is a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω, and L
∞
Ω,R is the set of
bounded AΩ-measurable (everywhere-defined) real functions on Ω. (Here Ω, AΩ are discrete
while R, L∞Ω,R are real Banach spaces.) This theory contains all Henson formulas involving
the functions and distinguished constants below that are valid in such structures:
• Constants: Rational numbers r ∈ R, zero vector in the Banach sort L∞Ω,R, an arbitrary
point (“anchor”) ω0 ∈ Ω, the empty set ∅ ∈ AΩ, and the improper subset Ω ∈ AΩ.
• Functions:
– Arithmetic operations (addition and multiplication), absolute value and lattice
operations (binary min and max) on R;
– The characteristic function J· ∈ ·K : Ω × AΩ → {0, 1} ⊆ R of the membership
relation ∈ on Ω×AΩ;
– Banach operations (addition, scalar multiplication) and norm on L∞Ω,R (namely,
‖f‖ = supx∈Ω |f(x)| for f ∈ L∞Ω,R—note that an almost-everywhere null func-
tion f has positive norm per this definition unless f = 0 everywhere);
– The evaluation map L∞Ω,R × Ω→ R : (f, x) 7→ f(x);
– The Banach lattice operations (binary min and max) on L∞Ω,R;
– The unary operation of pointwise absolute value f 7→ |f | on L∞Ω,R where |f | ∈
L∞Ω,R is the function x 7→ |f(x)|;
– The Boolean algebra operations of union, intersection and relative complement
S 7→ S∁ = Ω \ S on AΩ;
– The characteristic-function map χ : AΩ → L ∞Ω,R : S 7→ χS;
– A positive finite measure µ on Ω;
– The integration operator I : L∞Ω,R → R : f 7→
∫
Ω
f dµ.
Let L be any Henson language including sort symbols R,Ω,AΩ,L
∞
Ω,R as well as constant and
function symbols matching the lists above, and let Th∫ be the L-theory of such structures
M = (S,F,C), where S is the list of sorts, F the collection of distinguished functions,
and C the set of distinguished elements of M . An (abstract) pre-integration structure is
a model of Th∫ . An integration structure is a saturated model of Th∫ . If M is any pre-
integration structure (whether saturated or not), then via interpretation of constants, the
membership relation J· ∈ ·K, and the evaluation map, we may identify RM with R, AMΩ with
a Boolean algebra of subsets of ΩM , and L ∞Ω,R with a set of functions Ω → R. However,
AΩ need not be a σ-algebra. Accordingly, µ
M is typically just a finitely (not countably)
additive measure on (ΩM ,AMΩ ), while elements f ∈ L∞Ω,R are identified with uniformly
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bounded functions on Ω that may only be approximately AΩ-measurable.
11 Nevertheless,
in earlier work we have shown how the classical (i.e., σ-additive) theory of integration of
bounded measurable functions over a finite measure space and the corresponding version of
the Dominated Convergence Theorem are recovered essentially verbatim in saturated Henson
integration structures via an analogous construction to that of Loeb measure in nonstandard
analysis [DnI17].
A.2. Loeb structures.
Definition A.1 (Loeb structure). Let ThLoeb be the reduct of the L-theory Th∫ of inte-
gration structures with a positive measure to the language L′ obtained by removing from L
the symbol for sort L ∞Ω,R as well as all functions and constants involving L
∞
Ω,R (such as the
symbol I for the integral). A model of ThLoeb is a pre-Loeb structure. (Note that M may
be an L˜-structure for a language L˜ properly extending the language L′ of Loeb structures,
and thus have other sorts, functions and constants prescribed by L˜ but not by L′.)
A Loeb structure is a saturated pre-Loeb structure.
Note that, for the present discussion, we are requiring the measure µM in a pre-Loeb
structure M to be positive.
If M is any pre-Loeb structure, the set underlying a given A ∈ AMΩ is
[A] = {x ∈ ΩM : Jx ∈ AK = 1}.
We may (externally) identify A with [A] since
(∀A)(∀B)(A = B ↔ (∀x)(Jx ∈ AK = Jx ∈ BK))
is a sentence in ThLoeb.
12
Definition A.2 (Loeb measure and Loeb-measurable sets). Let M be a pre-Loeb structure
with positive measure µ = µM .
A set S ⊆ ΩM is AΩ-measurable (or just measurable) if S = [A] for some A ∈ AMΩ (i.e., if
“S ∈ AMΩ ”—modulo the identification of S = [A] with A itself).
A set S ⊆ ΩM is µ-measurable (or Loeb-measurable (modulo µ)) if for every ǫ > 0 there
exist measurable A,B ∈ AMΩ such that [A] ⊆ S ⊆ [B] and µ(B − A) ≤ ǫ.
The Loeb measure of a Loeb-measurable set S is
µL(S) = sup{µ(A) : A ∈ AMΩ , [A] ⊆ S} = inf{µ(B) : B ∈ AMΩ , [B] ⊇ S}.
The Loeb algebra of M is the collection JAKµ of all Loeb-measurable subsets of Ω
M .
Note that JAKµ is an external collection of subsets of Ω
M . It depends on M and has no
intrinsic definition otherwise. It is easy to check that JAKµ is an algebra of sets (i.e., closed
under finite unions and intersections as well as complements). In fact, as soon as M is
11A function f on Ω is approximately AΩ-measurable if for all rational r < s there exists A ∈ AΩ such
that f−1((−∞, r)) ⊆ A ⊆ f−1((−∞, s])—a property axiomatizable by countably many Henson formulas in
the logic of approximate satisfaction ([DnI17], Proposition 4.4).
12Although Henson’s languages have no conditional connective “→”, when P is a discrete predicate (i.e., a
term taking only the values 0, 1), a non-Henson formula such as P (x)→ ϕ(x) can be semantically identified
with the Henson formula (P (x) ≤ 1/2) ∨ ϕ(x). (By contrast, the converse ϕ(x)→ P (x) is not semantically
equivalent to a Henson formula in general.) When both P,Q are discrete, a biconditional P (x)↔ Q(x) can
similarly be rewritten as a Henson formula. The assertion “R is discrete” is captured by the Henson formula
(∀x)(R(x) = 0 ∨R(x) = 1), where “R(x) = r” is itself an abbreviation for “(R(x) ≤ r) ∧ (R(x) ≥ r)”.
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at least ω-saturated (i.e., types over a countable set of parameters are realized), JAKµ is a
σ-algebra that is complete for µL in the sense that any subset of a µL-null set is itself µL-null
([DnI17], Proposition 3.4). On the other hand, no degree of saturation ensures that JAKµ is
closed under unions of subfamilies of size ω1 or more.
A.3. Integration frameworks. We need to introduce the notion of (real) integration frame-
work, which generalizes integration structures as presented in section A.1. Roughly speaking,
an integration framework is a saturated model of the theory of the operations of integration
with respect to arbitrary finite (positive or signed) measures on a measure space.
Consider the reduct M˜ of a classical pre-integration structure M , obtained by remov-
ing from M the distinguished measure µ and all the functions involving µ (including the
integration operator I). Now expand M˜ to a structure M ′ with a new Banach sort MΩ
containing all finite (signed, real-valued) measures µ on Ω plus the following distinguished
functions and constants:
• Constants: The zero measure 0 ∈MΩ;
• Functions:
– Vector space operations of addition and scalar multiplication on MΩ.
– Banach norm of total variation on MΩ:
‖µ‖ = sup{A ∈ AΩ : |µ(A)|+ |µ(A∁)|};
– The inclusion maps:
∗ Ω →֒ AΩ : x 7→ {x},
∗ Ω →֒MΩ : x 7→ δx (the unit point mass at x);
– The evaluation map MΩ × AΩ → R : (µ,A) 7→ µ(A) (which is 1-Lipschitz by
definition of the norm ‖·‖ on MΩ);
– The total variation map L ∞Ω,R → L∞Ω,R: µ 7→ |µ| where |µ| is the (positive)
measure of total variation of µ: |µ|(A) = sup{|µ(A∩B)|+|µ(A∩B∁)| : B ∈ AΩ};
– The integration operator 〈·, ·〉 : L∞Ω,R ×MΩ → R : f 7→ 〈f, µ〉 =
∫
Ω
f dµ.
Given a language L for pre-integration structures, let L′ be obtained from L by removing
the symbols µ, I for the distinguished measure and integral operator, and adding a new sort
symbol MΩ as well as new constant and function symbols per the list above.
Definition A.3 (Real integration framework). A classical (real) pre-integration framework
is any L′-structure M ′ as described above. An (abstract) real pre-integration framework is
any model of the Henson theory Th∫ :R of classical real pre-integration frameworks.13
More generally, any structure M in a language expanding L′ such that the L′-reduct of M
is a pre-integration framework in the above sense will be called a pre-integration framework.
A (real) integration framework is a saturated real pre-integration framework.
A.4. Banach integration frameworks. There is no completely general notion of inte-
gration of functions taking values in an arbitrary Banach space B—not even for bounded
functions F : Ω → B on a finite measure space (Ω,AΩ). However, it is very natural to
require that any such notion of Banach integration should build upon the classical integral
of real-valued functions. Our viewpoint is that any reasonable notion of Banach integration
must expand a (pre-)integration framework to a Banach (pre-)integration framework per
Definition A.4 below.
13It is straightforward to verify that Th∫ :R is a uniform theory.
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Consider expansions M ′ = (S′,F′,C′) of real integration frameworks M = (S,F,C)
where S′ ⊃ S contains two new sorts B and L ∞Ω,B, while F′ ⊃ F and C′ ⊃ C contain new
functions and symbols as follows:
• Addition, scalar product and norm on B making it a real Banach space.
• Addition, scalar product and norm on L ∞Ω,B making it a Banach space.
• The zero elements of B and L∞Ω,B.
• An evaluation map L∞Ω,B × Ω → B : (F, x) 7→ F (x) such that ‖F‖ = sup{‖F (x)‖ :
x ∈ Ω}. (Thus, elements of L∞Ω,B may be identified with functions Ω→ B.)
• The operation of multiplication L∞Ω,R × L∞Ω,B → L∞Ω,B : (f, F ) 7→ fF (such that
(fF )(x) = f(x)F (x) for all x ∈ Ω) under which L∞Ω,B is an L∞Ω,R-module.
• The inclusion map B → L∞Ω,B : T 7→ T () where T () ∈ L∞Ω,B is identified via
evaluation with the constant function Ω→ B : x 7→ T .
• The pointwise-norm map |·| : L ∞Ω,B → L∞Ω,R satisfying |F | (x) = ‖F (x)‖ for all
F ∈ L∞Ω,B, x ∈ Ω.
• An operation of Banach integration, namely a pairing ⟪·, ·⟫ : L ∞Ω,B × MΩ → B
satisfying the following properties:
(1) ⟪·, ·⟫ is bilinear;
(2) ⟪·, ·⟫ is compatible with the integration 〈·, ·〉 of real functions:
(a) For all T ∈ B and f ∈ L∞Ω,R: ⟪fT, µ⟫ = 〈f, µ〉T .
(b) For all F ∈ L∞Ω,B: ‖⟪F, µ⟫‖ ≤ |〈|F |, |µ|〉|.
Definition A.4 (Banach integration framework). A language L′ expanding the language L
of real pre-integration frameworks with the new sort symbols plus symbols for the functions
and constants above is called a language for Banach integration frameworks.
Let Th∫ :R be the Henson L-theory of real pre-integration frameworks, and let Th∫ :B extend
Th∫ :R with further Henson L′-axioms capturing the properties of new sorts, functions and
constants stated above (in semantically equivalent terms, let Th∫ :B be the Henson L′-theory
of those expansions M ′ of real pre-integration frameworks having the properties above).14
A Banach pre-integration framework is a model of Th∫ :B. More generally, if L˜ is a language
extending L′ and M is an L˜-structure whose reduct M ↾L′ is a model of Th∫ :B, we shall
still call M a Banach pre-integration framework.
A Banach integration framework is a saturated model of Th∫ :B.
Remark A.5. The question whether a real pre-integration framework M admits an expan-
sion to a Banach pre-integration framework M ′ is very delicate. In general, the answer
may be negative. However, when ΩM is a finite set the answer is affirmative: It suf-
fices to let (L∞Ω,B)
M ′ be the set of all functions F : ΩM → BM , and also let ⟪F, µ⟫ =∑
x∈ΩM F (x)µ({x}). The remaining ingredients of the expansion are defined in the obvious
manner. Similarly, an expansion M ′ also exists if the Banach sort BM has finite dimen-
sion (using a basis for BM , real-valued integration extends to BM -valued integration in the
straightforward classical fashion).
A.5. A Dominated Convergence Theorem for nets of functions in Banach integra-
tion frameworks. In order to formulate a version of the Dominated Convergence Theorem 5
for integration frameworks below, we fix a directed set (D,) so we can eventually discuss
14The verification that Th∫ :B is a uniform theory is routine.
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convergence of nets on it.15 Classical sequences indexed by the directed set (N,≤) of natural
numbers are of particular interest. Only infinite directed sets are useful as tools to define
and study notions of convergence in analysis and topology; on the other hand, critical results
such as Theorem 5 depend on the countability of the directed set, so we may as well fix an
infinite countable directed set (D,) for the remainder of the manuscript (this hypothesis
will be made explicit whenever needed).
Definition A.6. Fix a directed set (D ). For i ∈ D, the final segment of D starting at i is
Di = {j ∈ D : j  i} (i.e., the set of elements equal to or greater than i in D). A D-net a•
in a metric space (X, d) is any function D→ X : i 7→ ai. The spread of a• from i is
spri(a•) = sup
j,ki
d(aj, ak).
The oscillation of a• is
osc(a•) = inf
i∈D
spri(a•).
The net a• converges if osc(a•) = 0.
Theorem 5 (Dominated Convergence Theorem in Banach integration frameworks). Fix a
countable directed set D. Let M be any (saturated) Banach integration framework. Let ϕ•
be a bounded D-net in (L∞Ω,B)
M . For every x ∈ ΩM and µ ∈ MMΩ , let ϕ•(x) denote the
net (ϕj(x) : j ∈ D) and ⟪ϕ•, µ⟫ the net
(
⟪ϕj , µ⟫ : j ∈ D) in BM . Then we have
osc(⟪ϕ•, µ⟫) ≤ ‖µ‖ sup
x∈ΩM
osc(ϕ•(x)).
In particular, if the net ϕ•(x) is convergent for all x ∈ ΩM , then ⟪ϕ•, µ⟫ is convergent.
The proof of Theorem 5 below is an adaptation of our earlier one for real-valued notions
of integration ([DnI17], Proposition 5.3).
Recall that a collection F of subsets of a set U is a (proper) filter on S if (i) ∅ /∈ F, (ii) F
is closed under finite intersections, and (iii) F is upward closed: if A ∈ F and A ⊆ B ⊆ U ,
then B ∈ F. A proper filter F is an ultrafilter if A ∈ F or U \ A ∈ F for all A ⊆ U .
For an introduction to ultrafilters, ultralimits and ultraproduct constructions in model
theory, the reader is referred to Bell and Slomson’s monograph [BS06].
Definition A.7. If X is any nonempty set, let P∗fin(X) be the family of finite nonempty
subsets of X . We call a filter F on P∗fin(X) greedy if it contains all the sets X⊇S = {T ∈
P∗fin(X) : T ⊇ S} for all S ∈ P∗fin(X).
Note that the collection {X⊇S : S ∈ P∗fin(X)} is a filter base on P∗fin(S) since X⊇S ∩X⊇T =
X⊇S∪T . (This means that the collection of subsets of P
∗
fin(X) that are supersets of X⊇S for
some S ∈ P∗fin(X) is a filter on P∗fin(X).)16 By a routine application of the axiom of choice,
greedy ultrafilters on P∗fin(X) exist whenever X is nonempty. Observe that the principal
ultrafilter generated by a fixed S ∈ P∗fin(X) is greedy precisely when S = X ; thus, if X is
infinite, greedy ultrafilters on P∗fin(X) are nonprincipal.
15I.e.,  is a nonstrict partial order on D such that any two i, j ∈ D have an upper bound k.
16Recall that a filter base on a set U is a collection E of subsets of U such that ∅ /∈ E and E is downward
directed by inclusion in the sense that if A,B ∈ E then A ∩B ⊇ C for some C ∈ E. The filter F with base E
is the collection of all subsets of U that are supersets of some A ∈ E.
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Lemma A.8. Let f : ΩM → R be bounded and (externally) µL-measurable. Then there exists
f˜ ∈ (L ∞Ω,R)M such that f(x) = f˜(x) for µL-almost all x ∈ ΩM and infx f(x) ≤ f˜ ≤ supx f(x).
Proof. Let f be a µL-measurable bounded external function on Ω
M , and let a = infx f ,
b = supx f . The assertion is trivial if a = b or if ‖µ‖ = 0—just take a constant f˜ in [a, b].
Otherwise, we have a < b and, replacing µ with |µ|, we may assume µ to be a positive
measure without loss of generality. By definition of Loeb measurability, for rational r ∈ [a, b]
and integer n ≥ 1 there exist Arn, Brn ∈ AMΩ such that [Arn] ⊆ {f ≤ r}, [Brn] ⊆ {f ≥ r}, and
µL{f ≤ r}−µ(Arn) ≤ 1/n, µL{f ≥ r}−µ(Brn) ≤ 1/n. For fixed r, the sequences (Arn), (Brn)
may be constructed recursively to ensure Arm ⊆ Arn and Brm ⊆ Brn for m ≤ n. We may also
assume Arm = 1AΩ if r ≥ b, and Bsm = 1AΩ if s ≤ a.
Let f rn = a · (1−χBrn)+ r ·χBrn and grn = b · (1−χArn)+ r ·χArn. Let Q be the set of rational
numbers in [a, b]. The construction of (Arn) and (B
r
n) implies that f
r
m ≤ f rn ≤ f ≤ grn ≤ grm
for all r ∈ Q and m ≤ n. For I ∈ P∗fin(Q) of cardinality n, let f I = max{f rn : r ∈ I},
gI = min{grn : r ∈ I}. Observe that f rn ≤ f I ≤ fJ ≤ f ≤ gJ ≤ gI ≤ grn if I ⊆ J , r ∈ I
and card(I) ≥ n. Since a < b by assumption, Q is infinite countable. Let U be a greedy
ultrafilter on P∗fin(Q). By saturation, there are f˜ , g˜ ∈ (L∞Ω,R)M realizing the U-ultralimit of
the types tpS(f
I , gI) over the set of parameters S = {µ, a, b} ∪ {Arn, Brn}r∈Q,n∈N∗. From the
construction of U as a greedy ultrafilter, the definition of ultralimit, and the meaning of
realization of a type, it is easy to verify that
a ≤ f rn ≤ f˜ ≤ g˜ ≤ grn ≤ b for all r ∈ Q and n ≥ 1.
It follows that for fixed r ∈ Q we have Sr := ⋃n[Arn] = ⋃n{grn ≤ r} ⊆ {g˜ ≤ r}. On the other
hand, by construction of Arn we have S
r ⊆ {f ≤ r} and µL(Sr) = supn µ(Arn) = µL{f ≤ r}.
Thus, Sr ⊆ {f ≤ r} ∩ {g˜ ≤ r} and µL(Sr) = µL{f ≤ r}; hence, {f ≤ r} is µL-almost
included in {g˜ ≤ r}. By a completely analogous argument, {f˜ ≥ r} µL-almost includes
{f ≥ r}. These almost-inclusions for every (rational) r ∈ Q are easily shown to imply the
µL-a.e. inequalities g˜ ≤ f ≤ f˜ . However, f˜ ≤ g˜, so in fact f˜ = f = g˜ (µL-a.e.) 
Lemma A.9. Fix µ ∈MMΩ and let a• = (ai : i < ω) be a sequence of external µL-measurable
functions ΩM → R. Then there exist σ, ι ∈ (L∞Ω,R)M such that σ(x) = supi<ω ai(x) and
ι(x) = inf i<ω ai(x) for µL-almost all x ∈ ΩM .
If the (external) sequence a• consists of internal functions, i.e., it is a sequence in (L
∞
Ω,R)
M ,
then σ, ι may be chosen so σ ≥ supi<ω ai and ι ≤ inf i<ω ai.
Proof. It is routine to show that f = supi<ω ai and g = inf i<ω ai are µL-measurable, so the
first assertion follows from Lemma A.8.
When a• is a sequence of internal functions, let U be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on ω and
let σ realize the U-ultralimit of the types tpS(a
k) over the set of parameters S = {µ}∪{ai}i<ω,
where ak = max{ai : i ≤ k}. (Recall that L∞Ω,R is endowed with the binary lattice operation
max{a, b}, which trivially defines n-ary maximum operations for all n ≥ 1.) The verification
that σ has the required properties is routine. The construction of ι is identical upon replacing
“max” by “min”. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The asserted inequality evidently holds if µ = 0. Otherwise, using a
Jordan decomposition µ = µ+−µ− where µ+ = (|µ|+µ)/2 and µ− = (|µ|−µ)/2 are positive,
the proof is easily reduced to the case in which µ is a probability measure, which we assume
henceforth.
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Choose C such that ‖ϕi‖ ≤ C for all i. For j, k ∈ D let ϕj,k = |ϕk − ϕj| ∈ (L ∞Ω,R)M . Since
D is countable, Lemma A.9 implies that for each i ∈ D there is σi ∈ (L∞Ω,R)M with ‖σi‖ ≤ 2C
such that σi is µL-a.e. equal to spri ϕ• = supj,kiϕ
j,k. Similarly, oscϕ• = inf i spri ϕ• is
µL-a.e. equal to inf i σ
i, hence to some ω ∈ (L∞Ω,R)M with ‖ω‖ ≤ 2C.
Let s = supx osc(ϕ•(x)) and fix t > s. Since {x : oscϕ•(x) ≥ t} is empty (by choice
of s and t) and ω(x) = osc(ϕ•(x)) for µL-a.e. x, the set {x : ω(x) ≥ t} is µL-null. Since
ω = inf i spri ϕ• (µL-a.e.), we have inf i µL{x : spri ϕ•(x) ≥ t} = 0. Thus, for arbitrary
fixed ǫ > 0 we have µL{x : spri ϕ•(x) ≥ t} ≤ ǫ for some i = iǫ ∈ D. (This depends crucially
on the hypothesis that D is countable.) It follows that for j, k  i:
|⟪ϕk − ϕj , µ⟫| ≤ ⟪|ϕk − ϕj |, µ⟫ =
∫
|ϕk(x)− ϕj(x)| dµL(x)
=
(∫
{x : spri ϕ•(x)<t}
+
∫
{x : spri ϕ•(x)≥t}
)
|ϕk(x)− ϕj(x)| dµL(x)
≤ t · µL{x : spri ϕ•(x) < t}+ 2Cǫ ≤ t+ 2Cǫ.
This proves that spri⟪ϕ•, µ⟫ ≤ t+2Cǫ. As t > s and ǫ > 0 are arbitrary, osc⟪ϕ•, µ⟫ ≤ s. 
A.6. A Uniform Metastability Principle for nets in Henson structures.
Proposition A.10 (Uniform Metastability Principle (UMP)). Fix a directed set (D,).
Fix a Henson language L including constants (aj : j ∈ D) all of a common sort S. Let T
be a uniform L-theory such that for every model M of T the net aM• = (a
M
j : j ∈ D) is
convergent. Then there exists a metastability rate E• = E
T
• depending only on T that applies
uniformly to all sequences aM• in all models M of T.
Proof. ([DnI17], Proposition 2.4.) Assume no such rate of metastability exists. Then there
exist ǫ > 0 and a sampling η ∈ ∏i∈D P∗fin(Di) such that for every S ∈ P∗fin(D) there is a
model M = M Sǫ,η of T such that a• = a
M
• satisfies ǫ ≤ sprηi(a•) = max{d(aj, ak) : j, k ∈ ηi}
for all i ∈ S. By the compactness theorem for Henson logic, there is a model M of T such
that a• = a
M
• satisfies sprηi(a•) ≥ ǫ for all i ∈ D, and hence osc(a•) ≥ ǫ, contradicting the
hypothesis that aM• converges. 
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